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In the SONET/SDH transmission network, different protection architectures are used to prevent the transmission path downtime in the event of a fiber-cut or equipment failure. In both Linear and Ring network topologies, two types of switching structure are used such as: “1+1” structure & “1:n”.

1+1 Structure:
In this structure, the head-end signal is continuously bridged to working and protection equipment so that the same payloads are transmitted identically to the tail-end working and protection equipment. The receiving end decides which of the two is to be used. A system using the 1+1 structure operates, as default, in the unidirectional mode. In this mode, the switching is complete when a channel in the failed direction is switched to the protection line.

The 1+1 system also uses, as default, non-revertive switching. In the non-revertive switching, a switch to the protection line is maintained even after the working line has recovered from the failure that caused the switch, or the manual switch command is cleared.

1:n Structure:
In this structure, any of the n working channels can be bridged to a single protection line. In a 1:n system, all switching is revertive, and both uni-directional and bi-directional switching modes are provided. In the revertive switching, the traffic is switched back to the working line when the working line has recovered from the failure or the manual command is cleared.

With the “1+1” structure, switch-back to the current system may not be performed when recovering from a failure. With the “1:n” structure, switch-back to the current system is always performed. In either case, switching is performed using the K1 and K2 bytes, and according to the specified protocol which is known as APS (Automatic Protection Switching). This APS function is very important for backup at system failures and it must be tested during the construction of the SONET/SDH networks.

The APS switch time is the time from when the network element receives the alarm status signal for trigger switching (SF: Signal Fail, SD: Signal Degrade) to when it switches to the protection line. ITU-T G.783 & G.841 specifies that this protection switching time should be completed within 50ms of detection of an SF or SD condition that initiates a switch. Protection switching shall be completed within 50 milliseconds for manual commands (Forced Switch, Manual Switch, or LOCKOUT). This time shall be measured from the time the K1 byte request is issued from the originating network element.

The MP1570A can measure APS switching time per ITU-T Recommendations G.783 & G.841.
The switching time of lines is obtained by measuring the duration of the generated error or alarm set as trigger while switching from ‘Working’ to ‘Protection’ lines. A specific error or alarm is set by the user as the trigger to start the measurement of the switching time. A ‘Threshold Time’ is also set by the user for the consideration of ‘No Error or Alarm’ condition. The MP1570A considers the switching to be completed when there is ‘No Error or Alarm’ detected in the duration of the specified ‘Threshold Time’ that is set.

**Measurement Method:**

MP1570A measures APS switching time according to the following procedure:

1. At first, a specific ‘Error or Alarm’ is set (in the Test Menu: APS test) as the ‘Trigger’ for the starting time of the “Switching Time Measurement”. This trigger is set because when switching from the ‘Working’ line to the ‘Protection’ line, signal will be lost temporarily which will cause the generation of error/alarm and the switching time measurement will start.

2. A ‘Threshold Time’ (1ms, 10ms, or 100ms) is set (in the Test Menu: APS test) to identify ‘No error or alarm’ condition for the parameter set as ‘Trigger’. This threshold time is set so that if there is no error or alarm detected for the period specified, the switching time measurement will stop.

**Figure 1.1 : Error Trigger for APS Switching Time Measurement**

**Figure 1.2 : Error/Alarm Trigger and Threshold Time Setting**
(3) When the ‘Error or Alarm’ is detected on the MP1570A after the switching of the lines, the MP1570A starts measuring the switching time. From the “Switching Start-time” to the time when the MP1570A receives ‘No Error’, it stores this elapsed time in the memory. If there is no error detected within the specified ‘Threshold Time’ since the start of the “No Error” condition, the measurement stops. Then the MP1570A declares the “Stored End-Time” as the “Switching End-time”.

(4) If an error or alarm is detected within the specified ‘Threshold Time’ since the start of the “No Error/Alarm” condition, then the memory of the “Stored End-Time” is cleared. Then the MP1570A waits for another “No Error/Alarm” condition for the specified ‘Threshold Time’ and stores the new elapsed time in the memory again. The procedure from step (3) and (4) is repeated until “No Error/Alarm” condition exists for the specified ‘Threshold Time’.
An application example:

The below is an example of “APS switch time measurement” of an OC-192/STM-64 ring in the out-of-service mode. Figure 2.1 shows the ‘working line’ of a ring before the switching occurs. We will cause the switching of the line from ‘Working’ to ‘Protection’ by manually (externally by the user, not with the analyzer) breaking the connection between the Node A and Node B as in Figure 2.2. As soon as the connection is broken, the MP1570A will start receiving error/alarm which acts as the ‘trigger’ for the start of the switch time measurement.

To perform APS switching time measurement, only two screens are used on the MP1570A besides the SETUP Main Menu Screen. The “Test Menu: APS Test” screen is used to set up the test parameters for the RX only (the TX section is not used) and the “Result Menu” screen is used for the display of the APS switching time. However, the following preparation is required before starting the measurement.

(1) **Cable Connection:**

Connect the optical cables from/to the TX and RX of the MP1570A to/from the OC-192/STM-64 ring network to be tested as in the Figure 2.1 above. Make sure there is no errors or alarms displayed on the MP1570A.
(2) **SETUP Main Menu Screen:**

- Open the “SETUP” Main Menu Screen
- Select → Mapping
- Setup the parameters as in Figure 2.3 below of the example

![SETUP Main Menu Screen](image)

**Figure 2.3: SETUP Main Menu Screen parameter setting**

**Details of parameter setting:**

- **TX&RX**
  The analyzer will be coupled, i.e. the same parameters for both TX&RX
- **Meas. Mode:** Out-of-Service
  The analyzer will operate in the “Out-of-Service” mode
- **Bit Rate:** 9953M
  Select the desired bit rate of operation
- **Wavelength:** 1550nm
  Select the desired wavelength. Make sure the optical TX cable is also connected to the same wavelength that is selected on the MP1570A
- **Mapping:** STS192–STS1–STS1SPE–VTG–VT2–VT1.5SPE–1.5M (Async.)
  Select the desired Mapping
- **Dummy STS:** Copy
- **Frame:** OFF
- **Clock:** Internal
  The analyzer will supply the clock from its built-in clock source
(3) Test Menu Screen:

- Open the “TEST MENU” screen
- Select “APS Test” from the ‘pull down menu’ of the “TEST Menu” screen
- Select the parameters as in Figure 2.4 below of the example

Note: The TX section of the “APS test” is not necessary for this application. The MP1570A will send/TX normal PRBS patterns to the network and will expect to receive the same pattern. We will not inject any error or alarm in this application. So, both error and alarm should be turned OFF in the TX section of the APS test.

![Figure 2.4: TEST Menu Screen parameter setting](image)

Details of parameter setting:

- **TX Sequence:** 1 to [ 1 ][Repeat]
- **Alarm:** OFF
- **Error:** OFF
- **RX Trigger:** [ B1 ]
- **Threshold:** [ 100ms ]

Note: In this application, the TX sequence is not used at all. So, the selection of “Repeat” in the TX Sequence doesn’t function although shows selected. Although, there is an option/parameter selection for “Mode”, this item is also not necessary for APS switch time measurement.

However, the “Mode” is the setting condition and can be useful to see the “Error/Alarm” in the “RESULT” display screen.
(4) **Result Menu Screen:**

- Open the “RESULT Menu” Screen
- Select → APS Test as in *Figure 2.5* below of the example

![RESULT Menu Screen Display](image)

*Figure 2.5: RESULT Menu Screen Display*

*Note:* “ANALYZE” menu screen is not necessary to perform APS switch time measurement.

(5) **Measurement START:**

Make sure both the “Test Menu” and “Result” screens are opened/displayed simultaneously. Also make sure that there is no “error or alarm” by checking the display of the “Error/Alarm” LED before the start of the measurement.

1. Highlight the “START” cursor in the “TEST” menu screen and press “Set” key
   - The “RESULT” screen will display “waiting for trigger” as in *Figure 2.6* below. That means the MP1570A will start the switching time measurement as soon as “Error/Alarm” occurs that is set as “Trigger” earlier in the “Test Menu: APS test” screen.

![RESULT Menu Screen Display after pressing “Set” key on the “Start” cursor](image)

*Figure 2.6: RESULT Menu Screen Display after pressing “Set” key on the “Start” cursor*
(2) Break the connection manually between the **Node A** and **Node B**. The MP1570A will receive errors and accordingly the “Error” LED will be ON.

(3) Observe the APS Switch Time measurement result in the “RESULT” menu screen as in **Figure 2.7** below.

**MEASUREMENT RESULT DISPLAY**

![APS Switch Time Measurement Result](image)

**Figure 2.7: APS Switch Time Measurement Result**

*End of measurement*